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Refractive index measurements in a reentrant isotropic-calamitic nematic phase transition
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In this work the temperature dependence of the extraordinary/ordinary refractive indices and optical bire-
fringence are determined near the reentrant isotropic (I RE)-calamitic nematic (NC) andNC-isotropic~I! phase
transitions in a lyotropic mixture of potassium laurate, decanol, and water. This reentrant isotropic phase is
verified by our experimental data and discussed in terms of thermal variation of the micellar shape anisotropy.
The results showed also, with basis in the Vuks’s equation, that near the maximum optical birefringence in the
range ofNC phase the extraordinary coefficient of electronic polarizability (f i) is equal to the ordinary
coefficient (f').
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I. INTRODUCTION

The optical characterization of uniaxial nematic liqu
crystals requires the measurements of two refractive indi
the ordinary (no) and extraordinary (ne) defined, respec-
tively, for plane waves traveling in the nematic medium w
polarization perpendicular or parallel to the optic axis of t
nematic sample. The optical birefringenceDn5ne2no5ni
2n' , is a fundamental macroscopic order parameter, rela
to the microscopic order parameter of the nematic ph
@1,2#. Extraordinary and ordinary refractive indices ha
been seldom investigated, particulary in lyotropic liqu
crystals~LC!. These systems are formed by mixtures of a
phiphilic molecules and a solvent~usually water!, under con-
venient temperature and concentration conditions. The b
units of the LC are anisotropic micelles@3#. In the
temperature-concentration phase diagram, two uniaxial
one biaxial nematic phases have been observed@4#. The
uniaxial nematic phases have been shown to be prolate~ca-
lamitic NC! and oblate~discoticND) micellar aggregates dis
persed in water@3#. The biaxial nematic phase (NB) appears
to be an intermediate phase along the border between the
uniaxial nematic ones. From the phase diagram studied
Yu and Saupe@4#, the occurrence of the reentrant isotrop
phase was pointed out by these authors and is investigat
this work.

Using the refractometry technique we report on measu
ments of the extraordinary (ni) and ordinary (n') refractive
indices near the reentrant isotropic (I RE)-calamitic nematic
(NC) andNC-isotropic~I! phase transitions, as a function
temperature in a lyotropic mixture of potassium laurate,
canol, and water. The optical birefringence, near these ph
transitions, is also determined as a function of temperat
In this sense we show, via the temperature derivative of
Vuks’s equation@5#, that the extraordinary and ordinary co
efficients of the electronic polarizability (f i) are equal at the
point where the optical birefringence reaches the maxim
value in the range of calamitic nematic phase.
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II. EXPERIMENT

The lyotropic mixture investigated in this work was pr
pared with the following concentrations in weight perce
potassium laurate~KL: 29.4!, decanol~DeOH: 6.6!, and wa-
ter ~64.0!. The phase sequences were determined by op
microscopy and conoscopic observations, which have sh
that it is I RE up to 11.0 °C, being that theNC phase upon
heating changes to the isotropic~I! phase at 47.0 °C. Tem
perature dependences of extraordinary and ordinary ref
tive indices, near theI RE-NC and NC-I phase transitions
were performed through an Abbe refractometer (Atago
23T) with an accuracy of 231024 and the sample tempera
ture control was stable within 0.01 K. The nematic sam
was prepared in sealed planar cells~length 44 mm, width
12.5 mm, and 1.0 mm of light path! from Hellma. The x-y
plane of the sample is defined withx(y) axis parallel to the
length ~width! of the cells. Initially the sample nematic i
oriented with the directorn parallel to thex axis by applying
a magnetic field of 10 kG for some hours at room tempe
ture. When a good planar alignment is achieved, the nem
sample is removed from the electromagnet and placed in
Abbe refractometer. In these measurements, the alig
sample was treated as a solid@6# and for optical coupling
Canada balsam was used (n51.530). An optical polarization
dispositive was coupled to the optical system of the Ab
refractometer in order to get the extraordinary and ordin
refractive index measurements.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The extraordinary (ni) and ordinary (n') refractive indi-
ces as functions of temperature are presented in Fig. 1
one sees from Fig. 1, near the reentrant isotropic-calam
nematic phase transition,n'(ni) decreases~increases! as the
temperature decreases until, in the reentrant isotropic ph
just one refractive index was determined. This fact confir
the existence of the reentrant isotropic phase in accorda
to the phase diagram proposed by Yu and Saupe@4#. On the
other hand, near theNC-I phase transition, as the temperatu
increasesn'(ni) decreases~increases!, and in this way both
indices trend to one index in the isotropic phase. Full star
this figure represent the values of^n& where ^n2&5(ni

2
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12n'
2)/3 is the averaged value of the refractive index in t

calamitic nematic phase. In the isotropic phases^n&5ni is
the measured refractive index@7#. Figure 2 shows a magni
fied view of the extraordinary and ordinary refractive indic
in the vicinities ofI RE-NC andNC-I phase transitions. To ou

FIG. 1. Extraordinary (ni) and ordinary (n') refractive indices
versus temperature of KL system, for sodiumD line ~589.3 nm!.
I RE , NC , and I are the isotropic reentrant, calamitic nematic, a
isotropic phases, respectively.

FIG. 2. Extraordinary (ni) and ordinary (n') refractive indices
of KL system versus temperature;~a! near the reentrant isotropic
calamitic nematic phase transition and~b! near the calamitic
nematic-isotropic phase transition.
05760
knowledge, there are no direct measurements of theni(n')
refractive index for this lyotropic mixture in the literature
From the experimental results of extraordinary and ordin
refractive indices one gets the optical birefringenceDn that
is negative in this calamitic nematic sample. A similar res
for Dn, for this lyotropic mixture, was obtained by anoth
experimental technique@8#. The absolute values ofDn as a
function of temperature in theNC phase of the KL lyotropic
mixture are plotted in Fig. 3. We note that, near theI RE-NC
phase transitionDn increases in absolute value and becom
maximum around 22.0 °C and subsequently decreases a
temperature increases. Using the Vuks’s equation@5# it can
be shown that the temperature derivatives of the refrac
index dni /dT can be written as@9#

dni

dT
5ai~f i2b!1bi

d^n2&
dT

, ~1!

whereni stands forni(n'), as the extraordinary~ordinary!
refractive index,d^n2&/dT is the temperature derivative o
the averaged value of the refractive index in the nema
phase,f i5(1/Ri)(dRi /dT) is the coefficient of the elec
tronic polarizability @10#, Ri is the molar refractivity,ai

5(ni
221)/2ni , bi5ai /(^n2&12), b5(1/v) (]v/]T)P is

the thermal expansion coefficient, andv is the molar volume.
Writing Eq. ~1! for the extraordinary/ordinary refractive in
dices and usingDn5ni2n' , one gets

d~Dn!

dT
5aif i2a'f'2b~ai2a'!1~bi2b'!

d^n2&
dT

,

~2!

wheref i(f') is the extraordinary~ordinary! coefficient of
the electronic polarizability. Let us consider Eq.~2! in the
condition for the maximum optical birefringence. In th
case,d(Dn)/dT50 at temperatureT.22.0 °C. Taking into
account the experimental valuesai50.329, bi50.084, a'

50.331,b'50.085,d^n2&/dT5(26.06031024) °C21 and
b5(5.34831024) °C21 from Ref. @11#, we obtainf i.f'

FIG. 3. Birefringence (Dn) as a function of the temperature o
KL system in the calamitic nematic phase.
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5(5.03531024) °C21. This is an important result and show
that the strength of the molecular polarizability of this pa
ticular nematic sample, at this singular point where the o
cal birefringence is maximum, is the same in the direction
the nematic director or perpendicular to it. In fact, this res
is not so surprising as it may look at a first glance since
existence of the reentrant isotropic phase is verified by
experimental data. The reentrant transition, particulary in
lyotropic mixture, has been attributed to the temperatu
dependent interaction associated with the thermal varia
in the shape anisotropy of the micelles@12#. This argument is
consistent with x-ray diffraction experiments showing a m
cellar shape change near the reentrant isotropic-discotic n
atic (ND) andND-I phase transitions in a lyotropic mixtur
@13#.

To sum up, we have carried out a detailed refractive ind
study near theI RE-NC and NC-I phase transitions of a lyo
J.
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tropic calamitic nematic phase. The experimental results
consistent with the phase diagram proposed by Yu and Sa
@4# and confirms the occurrence of the reentrant isotro
phase. We have shown, via the temperature derivative of
Vuks’s equation@5#, that the extraordinary and ordinary co
efficients of the electronic polarizability (f i) are equal at the
point where the optical birefringence reaches the maxim
value in the range of calamitic nematic phase. Finally,
mention that similar experiments in a reentrant isotrop
discotic nematic phase transition are in progress.
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